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AGFEO SECURITY-LINE WIRELESS DETECTORS

Clever placed light sources in the garden will let
you enjoy the garden at the long evenings of the
year, but also, light can offer security around the
home – helping not to trip over things and not
attracting burglars. 

Light protects! Light can keep “none desirables”
away from your home. Remember: Well illumina-
ted grounds will deter potential burglars. The
use of halogen lights and other outside lamps
have shown to be very effective to pretend that
someone is at home. The perpetrator could loose
the oversight of the situation and cannot be sure
if he could be seen.

In case you spend the evening away from home
or are on holiday, then you should avoid none lit
rooms. A light which will be switched on at ran-
dom intervals will confuse potential burglars.

AGFEO ON/OFF Switch
Example: Switching of Outside Lights

If you are away from home, the timer functions of
the AGFEO Telephone Systems, which have been
approved for use with the Security Line, can
switch any lights on or off at will. Everywhere
where  the installation of additional cables for
light switches could be difficult, or the Telephone
System alone  is not adequate enough to control
numerous light sources, is where the wireless
On/Off Switch can successfully be used.

You may also connect electrical roller shutters, if
applicable. In addition time controlled functions
can be operated remotely from any telephone
including mobile phone. The access of these can
be PIN protected. Also, none security relevant
functions may be operated, such as the opening
and closing of the garage door. Therefore, the
various different remote control units may now
be a thing of the past.
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AGFEO Telephone Systems suitable for connection to home automation and –security

Technical Data

Dimension:
126 x 68 x 58 mm
Weight:
190 g
Temperature Range:
-10 to +55° C
Frequency:
868,3 MHz
Battery operated:
AA 3 x 1,5 V
Switching Capacity:
40 V DC max. 1A, 30 W
Siting:
Indoors (IP3x min.)

Standard Radio Module 
Required



AGFEO EXAMPLES  ON/OFF SWITCHES

Door Opener: A radio signal opens doors

Sometimes this will happen to everyone of us. 
„I am outside my own front door again and the
key is in the lock from the inside. What do I do?
Break a window or call a lock smith?“

„This is annoying - I’ve should have selected the
AGFEO Telephone System in the first instance.
The door could have been simply opened via any
telephone and a number only known to me.“ 

Washing Machine: Notifies the end 
of the wash program

Aquarium: Nice hobby but not 
without any risks

Does the filter pump the water back into the
aquarium or straight into the room? Loose hose
connections are not unknown and having a float
level switch can avoid further damage. Not to
mention the poor fishes being without water. In
any case water damage to furnishings and below
lying rooms could be quite substantial.

Instant notification to any telephone possible!

Freezer: Monitors for power cuts 
to limit spoilage 

„ We had a fantastic fortnight in Spain!  Just
returned home. We can hear some kind of war-
ning tone. The freezer is indicating loudly that
the temperature is to high. Can we eat the
defrosted food? It’s far to much! Quick, invite all
friends to a meal – to dangerous, all the nice
food is thrown away. How much did that cost?“

Instant notification to any telephone possible!

„I’m now going for a second time into the cellar
and hope that this time the washing machine has
finished. Oh dear, it’s still washing. I’m waiting!
The washing machine of my neighbour has just
finished and I am hearing Mrs. Dale coming down
the stairs. How does she know that the washing
machine has finished? It must be a coincidence, I
just ask her. Her telephone is notifying her that
the machine has finished.“

Instant notification to any telephone possible!
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